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1. - Introduction~
Becent interest in 11ood-routing and the use of

flood\vays has exposeed a lack of knowledge of the
hydraulics of overbank spilJ. One problem in par
ticular drew attention in an investigation conduct-
ed hy the Bristol Avon Hiver Board during Hl57
1958. A model of the river's course through Bath,
England, was construcled and l'un to investigate
proposed 1100d al1eviation measures. Il was found
that when the river rose above bank-full discharge
the overbank 110w reduced the velocities of the fluw
contained within the normal river channel. Rence
the measured discharge of the model under these
conditions was found to beless than the value given
by the norma]]y acceptedmethod.

'Vhen the stage-discharge curve can he establish
ed hy river gauging for aU stages then this does not
constitute a problem but frequently rivergauging
at overbank stages is eitherpartially or tota]]y
impossihle.Brown [1] stresses the dangers of
extrapolating a gauged stage-discharge curve above
any river stage at whichsudden changesoccur in
the character of its cross-section. Parker [2] deals
with the use of a stage-discharge cune based on an
empiricaHy established formula applied to a parti
culaI' river by considering whatml10unts to its
hydraulic radius. Re iIlustrates ihis with a river

* Lecturel" in the Depal"tment of Civil Engineering, Quecn's
University of Belfast.

in which the main channelis 11anked by a 1100d
plain having aslope of 1 :20 towards the channel.
Rad he taken a more nearly horizontal flood plain
the dislocation in the resulting stage-discharge
C1Irye would have become c1early absurdo Taken
to the limit an infinitely sma]] depth of water ona
horizontal flood plain of unlimited extent results
in an (n'eraU hydraulic radius of zero regardlessof
the size of the river channel.

Rouk [3], in his report to the. Miami Conserv
ancydistrict in 1918, deals with the computation
of 1100ddischarge .by the area-slope· methodin
greatdetail. Re reviewsa]] the stream 110w 1'01'

mulae then .availableand evaluatesthem wtth
reference to the Miami Hiver flood of 1913, among
others. Dealing with the discharge computati0Ils
foroverbank 11(rwhe~tates: ""Then the over11ow
areawas wide and comparatively shallow, and the
main channel narrow and deep... the overflowarea
was •• arbitrarilyseparatedfrom the river channel
aIld the discharge of each computed independent
ly." Whendealingwith a riverstrelch inwhich
the channeL bank is. nlarkedby awell defined line
of. treeshe includes· a.suitable •vei-tical.line in the
,vetter. perimeterwllen computingthe. component
hydraulicradiifor the cross-section.

ItwiUbe. sh()\vn. in .a latersection. that this me
thocl, which makes no a]]owance for interaction
between the overbank flow and the channel flow,
tends to overestimate the total discharge. This is
particularly so when the overbank region contri-
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1/ Cross-seeti on of laboratoU model.
Section transversale du modèle réduit.

butes only a small proportion of the total cross
sectional area and when the depth of water on the
flood plain is small compared with the bank-full
depth of the channel.

2. - Laboratory Investigation ~
A lalwalm'y inve,tigation wa, Planned 10 Si"

experimental data on this interference process in
the hope that rules might be developed that would

2/ Laboratory model from inlet end.
Extrémité amollt du modèle.
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give a more accurate estimation of flood discharges
than was hitherto possible. A further object was
the possibility of finding some means of suppressing
this interaction and so increasing the capacity of
the total cross-section.

The apparatus was designed to produce the
maximum interference between the overbank or
flood plain flow and the channel flow. Accordingly
a rectangular channel section was chosen flanked
symmetrically by a horizontal flood plain. The
model acconunodated a range or depth over the flood
plain of l'rom 0.1 or 0.8 times bank-full depth. The
dimensions of the model cross-section are shown
in Figure 1. The 15 ft. long model channel was
straight and of constant cross-section. It was
preceded and followed by double curvature transi
tion sections 2 ft long. Figure 2 shows the up
stream end of the model.

Provision was made for the water surface profile
or thalweg to be measured remotely. Groups of
three interconnected static pressure tapping points
,vere fitted at intervals of 42 in. down the length of
the mode!. Each group consisted of one point on
the centreline of the channel and one in each ver
tical wall in the same cross-section. The groups
were connected to a bank of wide bore vertical glass
manometer tubes in which the elevation of the
water surface was lneasured using a traversing
cathetometer.

The total discharge through the model was mea
sured by an orifice platemeter in the supply pipe.
Facilities were availahle for adjusting the slope of
the channel. After trials a value of 0.00085 ,vas
found to be satisfactory and maintained throughout
the experiments. The water surface elevation in the
model was controlled by a variable tai! weir, On
account of the small slol;e of the bed, the run-down
and backwater cluves were found to be several
times the lngth of the channel which made the con
dition of uniform flow in the model very closely
dependent on the correct setting of the downstream
weil'.

3. - Experimental Results~

Aluminium powder scattered on the water sur
face when the model was in operation revealed a
strong vortex structure in the region of contact he
tween the flood plain flow and that in the channel
section. These vortex patterns were recorded by
normal photography using a 85 mm camera attach
cd to a travelling carriage. This was driven along
rails parallel with the axis of the channel at a velo
city adjusted to match the average velocity of the
vortex cores.

Figures 8 and 4 show two of the resulting photo
graphs. The twin white Hnes mark the junc
tion of. the channel section with the flood plain.
Figure 5 shows astreamline pattern constructed
l'rom Figure 4ad' it must he remembered that
this pattern is only relevant to an observer mov
ing with the velocity of the camera carriage on
that occasion. Rence in certain regions of the
field in which it proved impossible toconstruct
streamlines the. surface velocity was equal momen
tarily to that of the "observer".
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3/ Surface vclocity pattern showing position of large
vortices.

Although these surface photographs give a two
dimensional streamline pattern of the flow it is
clear, l'rom the areas of concentration of the alu
minium particles, where the principal vertical
currents OCCLU'.

Approximately 80 such photographs ""vere obtain-

4/ Surface velocity pattern analysed in
Répartition des vitesses, dont l'analyse
la fif/ure 5.

Répartition des vitesses à la surface, présentant d'impor
tants tourbillons.

ed and 230 measured values of the spacing of
adjacent vortices or pitch P were taken l'rom them,
Pitch values were expressed .as a ratio P' of the
channel section and Figure 6 shows their frequency
distribution. Curve CA) is construeted on a geo
metric grouping whilst curve (B) on an arithmetic

5/ Surface streamlines relative to movÎng camera, J'rom
Figure 4.

Présentation des filets liquides superficiels, relativement
la caméra en mouvement, d'après la figure 4.

79;)
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Frequency
Fréque~c,s

(N)

45

40

14 35

12 30

10 25

8 20

(B) (A)

6 15

4 10

2 5

o
0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0

Vortex pitch ratio (P') - Coefficient d espacement des tourbillons (P')

Curve (A) - N taken as sum of occurences within 10% of p' value
Curve (B) - N dO 0,05 _ dO _

Courbe (A) - N étant la fréquence des cas à 10% près de la valeur p'
Courbe (B) - N dO 0,05 _ dO ~

61 Frequeney distribution of vortex piteh ratio for now in
the mode!.
Répartition de la /réquence d'app(lrilion des tourbillons
de différents coefficients d'espacemenl, dans l'écoulement
du modèle.

basis. For thçfirst {N) is the sum of ail values
within Hl % of the value of P' and for the second
(N) is the sum of ail values within a fixed value
(± 0.05) of P'. Both curves reveal a marked peak
at approximately P' 2.0 but the geometric arran-
gement of the data gives a more synulletrical dis
tribution. It vwuld be valueless to place any signi
ficance on the position of this peak without corro
borative results froID a range of channel widths.

- Isovels plotted for veloclty Increments of 0.05 ft/sec
- Courbes d'égale vitesse OUX Intervalles de 0,05 pied/s

11 l\Iean longitudinal velocity distribution for central region
of cross-section hoth with and without flood plain flow.
Répartition moyenne des vitesses longitudinales, dans la
partie centrale de la section, avec et sans écoulement dans
le lit majeur.
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The behaviour of these vortex patterns was also
investigated using an optical system developed
l'rom the Schlieren principle which finds so many
applications in the field of compressible iluid me
chanics. A description of this· technique appears
elsewhere [4] .

The study of surface flow patternsusing alumi
nium powder photography revealed a mOluentum
transfer mechanism operating between the How in
the" channel section and that over the flood plain.
In order to obtain quantitative data on the strength
and influence of this mechanism Pitot tube traver
ses were made to establish the cross-sectional velo
city distribution. '1'0 determine the etrect of the
flood plain flow on the velocities in the channel
section vertical longitudinal walls were introduced
along either "bank" to confine the How 'within the
channel section. Then the measured velocity dis
tribution ,vith inundation of the flood plain prevent
ed was compared with that in the channel section
when normal flood plain flo,v occurred.

Figure 7 shows a corresponding pair of velocity
distribution diagrams. The lower diagranI repre
sents Howof the same depth and water surface
slope as the upper one but ,vith the How restricted
to the channel section only.

15

·25

-L::::1· 20

Velocity difference given os a proportion of the average point velocity for tlow in the full
cross-section. - DIfférences des vitesses, exprimées comme pourcentage de /0 vitesse ponctu~

elle moyenne, pour l'écoulement occupont l'ensemble de 10 section.

8/ Distribution of point velocity increases within the chan
nel section due to the removal of the 1l0od plain flo\\'.
Répartition des augmentations des vitesses ponctuelles
dans la section du canal, provoquées par l'élimination de
l'écoulement du lit majeur.

Four corresponding pairs of veloeity traverses
were made combining two depths of flow ""vith two
positious of the" cross-section along the length of
the channel. Considering only the velocitydistri
bution within the channel section,the Jour distri
butiondiagrams representing flow in the full cross
sectionwereaveraged and this average ,vas then
drawn "asa~ingle"velocity distribution diagram.
Similarly thevelocity distributions·" without flood
plain 110wwere condensed to a singlediagramand
Figure 8 represents the ditrerencebetween the cor
responding point velocitiesin these .t\vocondensed
diagrams. Highvalues are foundclose toeither
flood plain junctionwhere. theymightbe expected
andalso .in theceIltre .of the .clulnnelat the sure
face .• .This latter suggests that the presence of the
11lqmentmll .transfel'. mechanismeither "increases
appreciably the secondal'y eirculation in the straight
channel section or else supplies it with relatively
slow moving water fronI the flood plain.

The accuracy of the Pitot tube velocitv values
was checked b)T graphical integration of the velo-
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Table 1/ Anal!Jsis of velocit!J tl'averse data

2 3 4 5 li 7 8

~-- - _._ _ _ -:~~_._.- -_ _----!------~--, ---_._-~-~---~---.-- --_._-~ -------

CHANNEL SECTION ÛNLY

THAVEI\SE
SEHIAL

NUMllIm

1/1/1
2/1/1
1/2/1
2/2/1
1/1/2
2/1/2
1/2/2
2/2/2

DISCHAI\GE
(Orifice
Plate

Meter)

Qo

0.0820
0.0875
0.0820
0.0868
0.0712
0.0804
0.0715
0.0790

INTEGHATED DISCHAl\GE
Cross-DISCHAHGE HATIO

Sectional Integratcd

Area Discharge

Q, QI/QO A Q"

0.0826 1.022 0.0622 0.0683
0.0871 0.996 0.0632 0.0871
0.0808 0.986 0.0634 0.0620
0.0854 0.984 0.0640 0.0854
0.0698 0.980 0.0604 0.0620
0.0788 0.980 0.0599 0.0788
0.0699 0.978 0.0606 0.0595
0.0770 0.975 0.0602 0.0770

- - -,._,.~..~-_._-~ ...~ --_.._"'-,~--,-,-.

Mean
Velocity

1.097
1.378
0.977
1.334
1.026
1.316
0.981
1.278

Mean
Velocity

Ratio

1.26

1.37

1.28

1.30

NOTES:

1. Units in ft, sec. and cusee.
2. SeriaI No.

l/ Flow in full cross-section.
/1/ Travcrse station 11 ft from channel entry.

Il Depth of flow O.171 ft.

2/ Flow in channel section only.
/2/ 'l'l'averse station 7 ft. Ii in. from channel entry.

/2 Depth of flo\v O.lli1 ft.

0.03 0.04 005 0.06 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.10
Discharge. cusec -Débit, pieds cube/s

9/ Discharge of the full cross-section compared with that of
the cross-section elements and the Chézy equation.

Comparaison du débit ylobal de la section et de ceua;
correspondant {lu:rdifférents éléments dont elle se com
pose, et du débit découlant de l'équation de Chézy.

Experimental

results

Résultats
expérimentaux

(1) -0- Full cross-section (C)
Résultats relatifs cl 1ensemble de la section (C 1

(2) _'--,- Channel section only (A)
Résultats relatifs à la section du canal seulement (A)

(3) --;'- Flood plainonly (B)
Résultats relatifs au !JI majeur seulement (B 1

(4) -- Sum of component discharges (A + B )
Somme des composantes de débit (A + B)

Empirical prediction (5) -- - Chezy equation (N; 0.0088l
Prévision empirique {quatian de Chézy (N: 0,0088)

0.10

sistance to flow when inundation of the flood plain
occurs.

Curve (2) in Figure f) shows the stage-discharge
relationship for flow in the channel section alone.
The inexplicable result of this experiment is that
the discharge through this reduced section is great
cr than that in the full cross-section at aIl depths
of flow investigated. In the former case the addi
tional wetted perimeter consisted of exlruded alu-

0.21

i3 0.20 .----

:~ 0.19 .• -_--e (3)

0.18
",-

~2 0.17

'<:> 0.16
";
~ 0.15
g i

: :::lf
~o.12

o O~lI

city distribution diagrams. These values (table 1,
col umn 8) when compared with the discharge va
lues given by the Orifice plate Meter (column 2)
show an average discrepancy of -- 1.2 %' This
may easily be accounted for by either the velocity
coefficient of the Pitot tube, which ,vas taken as
unity, or to edge efIects in the graphical integration
process.

Columns 5-8 are concerned with He»v conditions
in the channel section. In the traverse represented
hy the first Hne in each pair the flood plain How
,vas present and in the second it was not. Co
lumn 8 then shows the efIect of the flood plain
flow on the ratio of the corresponding mean velo
cities in the channel section. The mean of these
four ratios shows a 80 % average incrrease (S.D.
8 %) in velocity in the channel section when the
flood plain How is removed.

In order to investigate this interference mecha
nism at aIl depths of How thestage-discharge
relationship was determined undervarying condi
tions. From these, mean velocities were computed
and corresponding maximum veloeities were found
using a smaIl propeIler meter set in the centre of
the channel section just helow the surface.

In Figure f) curve (1) represents the. stage-dis
charge relationship for the full cross-section. Plot
ted to a double logarithmic hase the points are seen
to lie quite close toone or' other of two straight
lines.

Figure 10 shows to a lm'ger scal e the detail of the
transition region in the stage-discharge relationship
for the full cross-section. II will he seen that
within a certain range of discharge there are alter
native depths of 11ow, the lower giving uniform
flow, when equilibrium conditions areapproached
l'rom below and the upper when approached l'rom
above. This suggests a sharp increase in the re-
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:"'-'0.0"'_0
o~o 0

/ 0:"
,,0 0 :f' Rising stage

la° 0 ... Crue

1 0 / Bank _full stage
. -'-':-:~pjc;;"ëFea7Jde

Fattlng stage ~: /0 rivtëre pleine

7
Décrue '0

o 0

o

o

~o

0,14

0.16

(10) Discharge ratio: channel section only (A)
full cross - section (C)

" Rapport des débits: section du canal seulement (A)
ensemble de la section (C)

(B) Mean velocity ratio' channel section only (A)
. full cross - section ( C)

Rapport des vitesses moyennes: section du canal seulement ( A)
ensemble de la sectIOn ( C)

(9) Discharge ratio: component elements lA.,. B)
full cross-section (C)

Rapport des débi/s: éléments lA + B) de la sectIOn
ensemble de la section ( C)

~
o

~ + 20
c

[

.46 150 1.54 1.58 1.62 1.66 1.70 1.72 178
Depth of flow - fi - flauleur d'écoulemenl-pieds

Bank- full stage
Plan d'eau en rivière pleine

+10

0.046 0.048 0.050 0.052 0.054 0.056 0.058

Diseharge - cusee - Débit - pieds cube/s

fOI Details of transition region in the stage-discharge rela
tionship for /low in the full cross-section.
Zone de transition de la loi lwuteur/débit, correspon
dant à l'écoulement dans l'ensemble de la section.

(6) -. - Max.imum veloclty - Vitesse maximale
(7) -0 - Computed mean velocity - Vitesse moyenne calculée

12/ Percent.age increases in discharge and velocity produccd
hy isolating the flood plain flow.
Pourcentage d'augmentation du débit et de la vitesse
provoquée pal' l'élimination de l'écoulement dans le lit
majeur.

11/ Velocity-stage relationships for flow in the full cross
section.
1'ariation des vitesses en fonction des hauteurs d'eau,
pour l'écoulement occupant l'ensemble de la section.

0.7L-_L-_~_~_-'--_-'--_L-_L-_L-_~_~__L--'
0.08 009 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 016 017 0.18 0.19 0.20

Depth of fJow - ft Hauteur d'écoulement- pieds

l.1r--r--r---r--r--r--r--r--'--'--'-~r---'

Depth - ft 0.15

Hauteur d'eau
(pieds)

minium alloy sections having a surface finish appa
rently very similar to hte smooth fLbre-glass surface
of the original cross-section. The experimental
points lie, with only one exception, close to a
straight line on this log. graph and were determin
ed in a precisely similal' manner to that used in
the other tests.

Curve (3) represents the stage-discharge relation
ship for the flood plain \vith the centre channel
section blocked off. Because of the shift of origin
in the ordinate this curve will be asymptotic to the
horizontal line representing bank-full depth in the
channel section.

The sum of these two component discharges is
represented by curve (4) in Figure 9. This repre
sents the actual discharge of the full cross-section
with complete isolation of flood plain and channel
section flows.

Curve (5) represents the stage-discharge relation
slüp predicted hy the Chezy formula used in the
manner outlined above. It predicts discharges 10
12 % in excess if the measured values (1) for
depths just greater than hank-full.

Figure 11 shows mean and maximum velocities
for the full cross-section plotted against depth of
fIow in the channel. The effect of the momentum
transfer mechanism in reducing velocities in the
channel section, seen ah'eady in Figures 7 and 8,
is brought out clearly hy curve (7). The mean
velocity-curve (6)-is less sharply affected because
the reduction in velocity is not so great in other re
gions of the cross-section (see Figure 8). The differ
ence between these two Clll'VeS is greatest when
the depth, and therefore the velocity, on the flood
plain is small.

The various mean velocity and discharge values
found so far are expressed as ratios in Figure 12.
Curve (8) shows the ratio of the mean velocitv of
fIow in the channel section alone to that in the' full
cross-section. Curve (9) is hased on the ratio of the
sum of the discharges in the channel section and
flood plain ohtained separately to that in the full
cross-section. The final curve (10) shows the ratio
of the discharge in the channel section alone to that
in the full cross-section at the same depth. The
abscissa shows the depth of flow in the channel
section but only ahove bank-full depth.

The foregoing results show how the complete
isolation of the flood plain flo",T from the channel
section flow increased the total discharge capacity
of the mode!. In the general case, however, of a
non-uniform cross-section the relative capacities
of the channel section and the flood plain on either
hand would vary from one section fa another and
so it would he essential ta provide for a neU flow
of water across the channel hanks. Even in the
event of a uniform cross-section the rapidly chang
ing stage of a river in flood would require this
transverse :flow. Therefore it appears that if any
practical henefit is to he ohtained from some form
of isolating 'wall (flood wall) this must permit a mo
derately free passage of water.

The first type ofpermeahle flood ,vaIl investigat
ed in the model consisted of a row of vertical cylin
ders. The Tesulting stage-discharge curves, (11)
and (12), are shown in Figure 1iL It can he seen
from this figure that at no depth is there any per
ceptahle increase in discharge as compared \Vith the

798
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0.14 l6-:-":-::- -:-':-::-__-,-J-::-_-.,~__...L.._~....J

0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10
Drschorge - cu sec - Débit pieds cube/s

15/ Stage-relationships for model with flood plain rough
ened.

Lois hauteur/débit pour le modèle comportant un lit
majeur rlzgueux.

No flood woll }
Sans digue ( 1)

Permeable flood1{III _0_ " . ( , "

wall present (12) _._ } 1/4" cyllnders ot l~" ~::~~ -Cyh'1dres de <p 1/4" :~;;,~:: i"
Av~c digue per- , (131 -0- 1/4" slots in oluminium sheel al 1/2" pitch
meable Tôle d'aluminium avec fentes espacées de 1/2"

capacity of the simple cross-section Cl). Rather,
there is a deorease in capacity of between 10 and
20 %' Il was realized that this form of flood wall
would produce a very considera!ble resistance to
flow which was clearly far in excess of any possible
benefit due to a reduction in the momentum trans
fer mechanism.

The next flood wall to be investigated was cons
trueted Drom a 0.012 in. thick sheet of aluminium
alloy by removing 1/4 in. wide vertical strips at
1/2 in. intervals. This permeable flood wall then
presented a very small projeeted area in the prin
cipal direction of fluw and 50 % permeability nor
mal to this. The resuIting stage-discharge relation
ship is shown by curve (13) and it will be seen that
a slight increase in capacity is achieved at low flood
plain depths.

In the experiments so far completed the flood
plain surface finish was indistinguishable from
that of the channel section. This surface had been
found to have a "Manning" roughness number of
0.009 and so may reasonably be considered as
"hydraulically smooth". However, since a natural
flood plain may be expeeted to be considerably
"rougher" than a natural river channel, a nUlnber
of the experiments were repeated with the model
ilood plain roughened.

Crushed stone (passing a 1/4 in. sieve and retain
ed on the next smaller size) was spread over the
flood plain to form a closely packed layer of unit
thickness. This raised the level of the flood plain
by an amount varying between 0.009 and 0.013 ft.
so making a sharp definition of bank-full depth no
longer possible. The shape and size of the particles
used indicate a flood plain roughness number of
0.019.

The change in flow conditions hrought about by
the flood plain roughening is most clearly shown
by the mean and maximum velocity values which
are plotted against depth of flow in Figure 14.
Curves (14) and (15) show for comparison the
maximum and mean velocities under smooth flood
plain conditions while (16) and (17) are with the
flood plain roughened. It is interesting to note how
the mean and maximum values draw apart with
increasing depth when the flood plain is roughened
while the reverse occurs with the flood plain in its
original condition.

Since, in a rou,ghened state, the flood plain is
found to exert a greater influence on the velocities
of the cross-section it would seem reasonable to
expect a proportionately greater benefit, in terms of
increased capacity, from the use of a permeable
flood wall.

The stage-discharge Cluves for the channel with
the flood plain roughened are shown in Figure 15
hoth ",vith and without the slotted aluminium flood
wall. A distinct increase in discharge is now pro
duced by the penneable flood wall between depths
of 0.16 and 0.18 ft. in the channel section.

This increase in discharge is expressed more di
rectly and compared with the corresponding in
creases obtained with the original flood plain sur
face in Figure 16. vVhereas the smooth flood plain
could only yield at the most a discharge increase
of between :~ and 4 %, in its roughened state the
permeable flood wall resulted in a maximum in
crease of 10 % C0]11bined with appreciable increases
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Siotted sheet flood wall
Digue en tôle à fentes

No flood wall
Sans disque
No flood wall
Sans disque(I) --

f (18)

1(19) -0-

Channel discharge modified hy the introduction of va
rious permeable flood walls (flood plain unroughened).
l'rlodilication dll débit dlZ canal par l'introdllction de dif
férentes digues perméables (lit majellr non rlzgllell:rl.

13/

Flood plain roughened with '*" gravel

Litmajeur rendu rugueux avec gravier
deef>f"

Flood plain smooth - Lit majeur lisse

'" 1.1 r--.,_----,--~-~-~-__r--~-.,_-~-__,

~ limits - /ùntles
~ 1 .--.

.~ 1.0 -.k-----~.. ~
~ - IO~-- ... :~ : ••. (l4)
'lJ o-~~, \.. __ ..:~.-- •.•.•_._...._____
~ 0.9 0 .~:. ',--e_::_...---- ~: .. :8 ~' ".-.-.__ (16) ..-.,

( , ~.<tl 1 • •••• .--• .--..

:E: 1 :Jl~: 0 (15).Pc_····~oo
8: \ ~~: ~'C"0"o' 0J5: \~...!.o-é-o"o- 0,,",-
~ 0 ..........

level of flood plain °"-0 (I?) 0'
niveau du lit majeur '"____0_.--0/

i3
~ 023 r-,-------.----~--~-~--~~

~ 022 ~III./.-
~ 0 21 .______. (12)
:5 0 ~.

.~ 020 ./':'>-' ,.............,_(13)

~ 0.19 • /~...-..-..0.--" (Ii
t / __0
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been found satisfactory [5] when considerable
depths on the flood plain have been encountered.

Curve (24) is drawn through points deduced
from the experimentally determined stage-discharge
curve 0), Figure H. In Inaking thcse caleulations
a value of 0.0088 for n was used which was determin
ed experimentally in the depth range just below
bank-full. IL will be seen that these points agree
quite closely with curve (23) 1 at the upper lirnit
of the values obtained but that at lower tlood plain
deptlIs the discrepancy is considerable (up to 25 %).
Thus, to takethe extreme case, the computed
hydraulic radius for low deptlIs on the flood plain
would lead to an estimated discharge 1H % in
excess of the actual figure. Although this is
obviously an extreme case operating under the
mostadverse circmnstances it indicàtes that the
efIect of this momentum transfer mechanism on
flood discharge estirllatioll should not be ignored.

As an alternative approach values of H. \vere
taken from curve (23) 11 and used together with
the experimentaI stage-discharge values in the
Chezy-?vlanning formula to give values of n. The
resulting variation of n with depth of flow is shown
hy curve (25) in Figure 17. The experimental
points for below bank-full deptlIs represent thc
normal treatment of a regular cross-section with
the points approaching a steady value of 0.0088.
As the depth of 110w increases the momentum
transfer mechanism produces a sudden increase in
the roughness number (n increased by approximat
ely 12 %). As the depth of 110w on the flood plain
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over a much greater range of depLhs. In this figure
the increase of discharge is plotLcd against the
ratio of the depth on the flood plain to the bank
full depth. This overcomes the diillculty of mak
ing comparisons when the flood plain level is not
the same in the two cases.

4. - Conclus;,,"s~
ln the first section of this paper the Author re

viewed sorne of the methods at present available
for the computation of flood discharge iùvolving
overbank How. IL would now be of value to com
pare the measured performance of the laboratorry
model with ils estimated discharge using these
alternative methods.

Since the Chezy-Manning discharge formula has
been found [:i ] acceptable for small and medium
sized channels it will be used in the present instance.
For this plU'pose the cross-section is specified hy
the hydraulic radius, R, and the :ManningjKutter
roughness number, IL Therefore, for anygiven
value of n the discharge will simply be a function
of Rand it will be suillcient in the present circum
stances to investigate values of H. under the various
conditions.

Figure 17 shmvs the hydraulic radiusplotted
against depth of flow in the channel seeLion. Curve
(22) shows values of H.calculated without any
modification of the lIslial method as are aIl the
values of H. at depths helow bank-full stage. As
stated in § 2 this reslilts in an interruption in the
function at bank-full stage. The magnitude of this
dislocation depends upon the ratio of the overaIl
tlood plain width to the width of the channel sec
tion. Even with the relatively narrow flood plain
of the Illodel cross-section the value of H. is redllc
ed by 65 % at this point. Curves (2:~) l, II and III
represent slight variants on the normal discharge
estimation procedure (see above) which avoids this
numerical break at hank-full stage. Of these alter
natives (23) Il is the most common but (23) 1 has

~, 10 +10 1
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~ 1.08 +8 "
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increases further these values return quite rapidly
ta the below bank-full value sho\ving that the pro
cedures adopted in calculating curve (2:3) II is ade
quate under these conditions.

From this it appears that a satisfactory proce
dure for improving the accuracy of overbank flow
estimates might lie in some empirical weighting of
the roughness number. However, insufficient data
\vas obtained l'rom the present experiments to make
possible any finn reconunendations. Further expe
rimental data is required on the efTect of variations
of scale, cross-section shape, and flood plain and
channel roughness before the effect of the momen
tum transfer mechanism can be expressed numeri
cally in anything approaching specific terms.

Tt was found that the presence of a permeable
flood wall in the laboratory model reduced the
strength of the momentum transfer mechanism.
However, the actual efIect of this flood wall upon
the flow resistance depended upon its own drag,
and the velocity in the channel section \:\Tas onlv
increased if U{e suppression of the momentUl~l
transfer mechanism more than compensated for
the drag of the flood wall itself.

'Vithout experiments in difIerent size models it
is only possible to speculate upon the efIectiveness
of such a structure in the field. The slotted flood
wall was tested under difl'erent flood plain rough
ness conditions and showed an increase in efiecti
veness for an increase in roughness. This suggests
that a higher Reynold's number, and hence more
l'ully developed turbulence, would also increase the
effectiveness of the flood wall.
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Résumé

Etude de l'interaction entre l'écoulement dans le lit d'une rivière
et l'écoulement dans son lit majeur

par R.H.J. Sellin *

Cet article expose les résultats d'une étude expérimentale de l'interaction entre l'écoulement dans le lit d'une
rivière et celui au-dessus de la plaine d'alluvions, quand la rivière est en crue. Le modèle de laboratoire possède
une section centrale profonde (le lit) flanquée symétriquement par .les plaines d'alluvions horizontales et peu
profondes.

Mécanisme de transport de quantité de mouvement.

On expose qu'un intense mécanisme de transport de quantité de mouvement existe dans la reglOn où la plaine
d'alluvions rejoint le lit; ce mécanisme a été étudié qualitativement par photographie de poudre d'aluminium (voir
fig. 3 et 4). Des mesures faites au moyen de tubes de Pitot montés sur traverses avec üu sans inündation de la

* Lectnrer in the Department of Civil Engineering, Queen's University of Belfast.
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plaine d'alluvions montrent à quel point l'action de ce mécanisme de transport de quantité de mouvement abaisse
les vitesses et, par conséquent, le débit de la section centrale (voir fig. 8).

Une relation expérimentale niveau-débit est employée pour obtenir des résultats plus détaillés à cet égard et
aussi pour étudier la possibilité d'augmenter le débit de la section transversale entière par la suppression de ce
mécanisme. Des digues perméables de diverses sortes sont employées à cette fin et donnent des résultats variables
(fig. 13). Finalement, on a rendu plus rugueuse la plaine d'alluvions et on a constaté que cela favorise le mécanisme
déjà observé. L'usage desdites digues perméables conjugné avec l'augmentation de rugosité de la plaine d'alluvions
a augmenté de 10 ';10 le débit de la section transversale tout entière (voir fig. 15).

Remarques générales.

Les méthodes normales de projet pour calculer le débit de crue sont discutées et employées pour prévoir le
débit du modèle (voir fig. 17). Les différences entre ces prévisions et les débits expérimentaux sont examinées et on
fait des suggestions pour calculer plus exactement le débit de crue en partant des mesures de niveau. L'action du
mécanisme de transport de quantité de mouvement, employant les résultats expérimentaux, est modifiée par un chan
gement apparent du n de J\Ianning avec le niveau (voir fig. 17, courbe 25). Les limitations inhérentes à une recherche
de laboratoire rendent difficiles des recommandations trop précises.
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